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Introduction
The theme of the autumn 2021 MPDSD studio Local Context is Another Countryside Is Possible, with
focus on small or medium sized Swedish municipalities characterized by both urban and rural areas.
The course has been collaborating with the Västra Götaland region and work with four places within
different municipalities. This project takes place in two places, Fåglavik and Dyrön.
Background
Fåglavik used to be a regional food hub for transport of grains, later shaped by the glass factory - the
closure of which greatly reduced job opportunities and local identity. Cut off infrastructurally, Fåglavik
is always forgotten by the municipality, the village lack basic services like grocery stores and schools.
Luckily, the communities have a a strong will to transform and develop Fåglavik, and there're is lots of
people moving here just to live by the beautiful landscape.
Dyrön has a tradition that originates from surviving on the sea. Although residents are already living
a well-serviced happy life here, the island still needs to build up its resilience to prepare for food
shortage due to climate change and peak oil crisis, since it relies completely on transports by sea.
Dependency on tourism and aging population are other challenges that Dyrön is facing.
Due to the pandemic, more and more people choose distance-working, leading to a trend that more
people move to the quiet yet convenient countryside. In this context, our two sites, Fåglavik and Dyrön,
have great opportunity of ecological, economical and social revitalization.
Aim
Land is the treasure of Fåglavik, and it can be the key to make it thrive again. There used to be more
open and diverse agricultural land, which has been replaced by commercial forest monoculture.
There are some conflicts in between groups. But with strong local engagement and a heritage of local
agriculture, this project explores how local food self-reliance can be a tool for uniting the community
regenerate ecosystems and biodiversity while building local resilience and a strong local economy.
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Introduction

Abstract
Dyrön has the knowledge of utilising limited resources to create unlimited possibilities. With people's engagement, existing buildings, land,
and the ocean as its resource, Dyrön has full potential to achieve food security and food abundancy on its own.
The general aim is to achieve sustainable transformation in the society. Our focus is on food production and the strategy of using food
perspective as a tool to explore topics like self-reliance, local idetity, and rurbanization. We chose Fåglavik and Dyrön at the same time to
study the food systems in both an island village as well as an inland village.
Method & Terms
We used the method of backcasting and scenario planning by painting a picture of "a future" - a rurbanized scenario, where more citizens
move to the countryside and more food is grown locally. Using this scenario, we then backcasted to work out what needed to happen
in the two villages to get there. As there might be many new terms around the future of farming that are new to you we also provided a
chapter to define these key terms.
Project
The project is told by residents of the future and starts with exploring the physical planning that lies behind this rurbanized region, we
then explore broader context of the regional food zones of Västra Götaland and finally zoom into Fåglavik and Dyrön showing how land is
used in and around the village. The local food systems are characterized by regenerative agriculture, agroforestry, aquaponics & vertical
farming, sea farming including mussel and seaweed farming. In each village we propose one or several key projects - representing the
"small changes" that the villages took to become self reliant on food. Key projects include the Fåglavik square and how it can be strenghtened
as a meeting place around food, and in Dyrön modular greenhouses and a system of community self reliance where islanders can grow
most of their food by collaborating between gardens.
Result & Reflections
Even if this project might seem visionary we believe that both social and environmental driving forces such as climate change and global
pandemics will force us to localize our food system and rurbanize our region. In the reflection we discuss how realistic this future is and
how soon it might become reality. The refarming of our villages in the coming decade might be the only economically viable way we
can achieve carbon drawdown to reverse global warming and avoid climate chaos in the next millennia. By focusing on small changes
rooted in local traditions and identity to educate and raise awareness around food we believe that the proposed key projects can create a
paradigm shift that will act as the first step the local communities take to enter a self relient and resilient future.
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Context

Project Aim
Introduction

Overall objectives:
Long term aim:

Build resilience and a local economy through a local food system - that
prepares the village for future needs of local food self reliance.

Short term aim:

Unite the inhabitants through local food production: Identify key farming
projects that can create social cohesion, local jobs and land regeneration while also providing food and local identity.

Project Purpose:
1. Visualize a future village shaped by food production - Solving both long/
short term goals.
2. Propose a key project/intervention - a first step to take the village here.
3. Create an ownership & maintenance model - find the people/group that
can drive & maintain the intervention long term - economically & socially
sustainable

Method:

Scenario planning, Backcasting, Key projects / Small change (Hamdi)

Fåglavik & Dyrön

Project Focus
Our project takes its starting point in a future scenario of a ”rurbanized region” with a self
sufficient regional food system. We explore the scale of regional planning and food zones.
The project then zooms into the two villages of Fåglavik and Dyrön to visualize two different contexts with a lot in common. The narrative of the project is told through stories from
people of the future.
In chapter 2.1 and 2.2 you can read about the rurbanized region and see maps of the
regional food systems. In the following chapters about Fåglavik and Dyrön (2.3-2.4) we
jump into land use maps of the two villages of how they grow their local food. Finally we
zoom into key projects in both Faglavik and Dyrön - showing the first few steps the villagers took to move towards this desired future scenario.

The site = Rurban Food scapes
This project does not focus on one site but several
(two) villages and also the broader regional context of
what we call rurban food scapes. Landscapes shaped
by food and farming.

PS: Step 3 in our purpose was not managed in our project scope and thus
will not be our focus but the next step for the villagers to realize the key
projects.
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Illustration credits: Elisabeth Arns

Welcome to the Future!

Rurban Food Scapes

Fåglavik & Dyrön - re-shaped by a regenerative regional food system

Two villages shaped by a culture of decentralization

The year is 2030 and we now live in a self reliant way were
our food is grown locally, where people are spread out in the
whole region and previously small municipalities now have
lots of inhabitants.

My name is Niklas, I live in the village of Fåglavik
between Herrljunga and Vara - a beatiful place
surrounded by farms, forest and grazing animals
and a rich cultural life.

Let me tell you the story of how two small villages were transformed and what steps they took using food as a driving
force to strengthen social bonds. People now live closer to
nature and the farms are an essential part of life, work and
the local economy. In each village we started small with a
few key projects to get to where we are today!

My friend Elin lives on the island of Dyrön in Tjörn.
Here they grow algea, mussels and fish and
vegetables in closed loop systems. This is called
Aquaponics and takes place in greenhouses something we have in Fåglavik too...

Let me take you to the future region and show how food has
shaped both the region and our two villages.

Decentralized densification

The villages of Fåglavik and Dyrön are very different in the way the population is spread out across the village.
Fåglavik is more sparsely populated with population more spread out creating a stronger need for a central meeting
point but also allowing for the farming and green infrastructure to spread out more. Dyrön has more limited space
and thus the farming has to be more integrated into the existing dense populated areas. Both villages are still seen as
peripheral and in rural settings.

In fact we have a lot in common.
Now let me tell you the story of how we got here...

Diagram of Fåglavik population & potential farmland
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Diagram of Dyröns population & potential farmland
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Needs, Strategies and Added Values
Project Aim
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Current needs scarcity vs. abundance
Strategies to analyze the scarcity and abundance
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Food and Farming as Driver of change
Project Aim

Food safety vs. Food abundance
Project Aim

Food self-reliance
What do we mean with food self reliance and why is it important? Well we don’t
believe the villages has to become 100% self sufficient in food but its about
survival and abundance - a quality of life. One could divide it into:
- Food Security (having enough to survive)
- Food Abundance (having more than enough and sharing the surplus)
However both terms are somewhat limited and we generally believe a central
thing for the community is to have insight into and control over the food system.
Having a strong relationship with the farmer rather than having the food system
controlled by multinational corporations is what we want to achieve.
In this regard the overall aim is to gain ”Food Sovereignty”.
Food sovereignty is the right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate
food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their
right to define their own food and agriculture systems. (Nyéléni, 2007)
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Theory & References
These are our main references!

Nabeel Hamdi - Small Change (2004)
Nils Björling (2016) - ”Key projects”
Donella Meadows (1999 & 2004) - Systems thinking,
Rob Hopkins (2008) - Transition handbook,
Litterature about Scenario planning & Backcasting methods

But we also did some research on food and farming
This helped us to understand the amount of food needed for a
population and the area needed to produce that food as well
as different types of food production and their spacial qualities.
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And we interviewed these people
amont others on site or via zoom:
Fåglavik:
• Karlsson, Thomas Örn. (2021)
• Bergström, Runå. (2021)
• Medlemmar - Mimersborgsföreningen
• Salander, Maja. (2021). Herrljunga kommun.
Dyrön:
• Holm, Sören. (2021).
• Ägare - ICA Dyröboden
• Jönsson, Åsa & Rutgersson, Daniel (2021).
Tjörns kommun.
• Carlsson, Marie & Wisser, Cristina. (2021).
Åstål Trädgårdsförening

Complete Reference List
Design & Planning

Hamdi,N. (2008). SMALL CHANGE - About the art of practice and the limits of planning in cities. Routledge,
Toensmeier, E. (2016). The Carbon Farming Solution
Hawken, P. (2017). Drawdown - The most comprehensive plan ever proposed to reverse global warming
Perkins, R. (2020). Regenerative Agriculture - A practical whole systems guide to making small farms work. Västra Ämtervik: Self published.
Savory Institute (2019). Foundations of Holistic Management (E-books 1-5).
Henning, M (2021), Lecture during Local Context studio: ”Regional development & Economical geography”
Region 2050 - Reglab. (2019). FRAMSYN – att planera för osäkerhet (Slutrapport från framsynsprocessen Region 2050). [Online]
Björling, N. (2016). Sköra stadslandskap –planeringsmetoder för att hantera urbaniseringens rumsliga inlåsningar. Diss. Göteborg: Chalmers
Howard, E. (1902). Garden cities of To-morrow
Meadows, D. (2004). Dancing with systems
Meadows, D. (1999). Leverage Points - Places to Intervene in a System. Published by ”Sustainability institute”.
Trafikverket. (2015). Landskapskaraktärsanalys för Västra stambanan. Borlänge, (retrieved online 9 dec 2021)

Food & Farming												

What data we took / How we used it?

Weiss, P (2014), - Skogsträdgårdsbloggen - Nötodling i Sverige del 3-4							
(harvest of walnuts & chestnuts /ha)
Weiss, P. Sjöberg, A. (2020). Skogsträden - Odla ätbart överallt								
(theory and inspiration of forest gardening)
Hansson, K (2021). Modellodlingen- Presentation Pilot project 3 year 							
(production of vegetables in a market garden)
Richard Perkins (2019). Spreadheets on Regenerative farming 								
(numbers of chicken, eggs, meat - incl. feed)
Greenhouse Living et al (2018). Season 5 - A modular system for urban food production - reffered to (GHL, 2018)
(numbers of aquaponics)
LRF (2021) [online, cited 2021-12-13] Bonden i skolan - Spannmål							
(today 7 ton grains per ha is normal)
Svenska Jordbruksverket (2010). Ekonomi för fruktodling - Kalkyler för äpple [ref: SJV, 2010]				
(numbers of fruit production per ha)
Helsing, J. (2010). Självförsörjande ekologisk odling av grönsaker på friland 						
(numbers of food consumption & production)
Nordic sea farm. (2021). Interview about how much they produce per hectare 						
(10 tons seaweed/ha)
EAT (2019). Food Planet Health - Summary of EAT Lancet Commission Report. 						
(numbers of ”sustainable” food consumption)
Nyéléni Forum for Food Security (2007). Declaration of Nyéléni [online, cited 2022-01-11]				(Definition of Food sovereignty)
Mattgård, A. (2021). Study visit to Andreas Mattgårds farm
							(numbers of ha needed per animal unit)
Villhelmsson, Å. (2021). Interview & emails during course in Regenerative agriculture 					
(numbers of ha needed per animal unit)
Andersson, J. (2021). Nordiskt nätverk för regenerativt lantbruk (fb-group) [online, retrieved 2021-12-10]			
(definition of regenerative agriculture + inspiration)
Brown, G. (2017) - Treating the farm as an ecosystem Part 1, Youtube							Inspiration of ”no till” regenerative farming
FAO (2022). Mytilus edulis. Cultured Aquatic Species Information Programme. 						
Mussel farming harvest per ha, methods, etc.
Goulletquer, P.et al. [online]. Rome. [Cited Tuesday, January 11th 2022].
Agria (2016). SRB, SLB och SJB - mjölkor på svenska gårdar [retrieved online, 11 jan-2022]				
(numbers of milk per cow/animal unit)
Lindahl, O. (2010). Musselodling - Nytt verktyg mot övergödningen [online] Miljöportalen					Musselodling och vattenrening, t.ex. Lysekil
Hawken, P. (2017). Drawdown - The Most Comprehensive Plan Ever Proposed to Reverse Global Warming. USA, Penguin.
Tickel, J. (2020). ”Kiss The Ground” - Full Length Documentary. Ojai, California: Big Picture Ranch. Published on Netflix. (image of drawdown curve p.75 + inspiration)
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Method

Backcasting & Scenario Planning

Method

Backcasting and Scenario planning

Scenario planning & Back casting

The method we used was a combination of Backcasting and Scenario planning.
We started with two scenarios. One of a an urbanized region (where most
people still would live in bigger cities) and one of a more rurbanized region
where inhabitants are spread out across all municipalities more equally (where
the population of big cities even decreased and most municipalities had similar
numbers of inhabitants).
Then we selected one scenario to explore in our project and worked with
back-casting to work out what needs to happen for the two villages to get there.
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Key terms

Introducing the key terms of the future of farming

Regenerative Agriculture

Introducing the key terms of the future of farming

What is Regenerative agriculture?

Agroforestry
An important way to reverse climate
change was to integrate trees, bushes and
perennial vegetation within our agriculture
system. Agroforestry means integrating
grazing animals, field crops or vegetables
with alleys of trees - giving additional
produce of fruit , nut and timber while also
increasing our yields.
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Regenerative
Agriculture
All land based and soil based agriculture uses
regenerative practices with the main goal
being to regenerate and build healthy topsoil
(which also sequesters carbon). Food such
as grass fed meat, eggs, dairy and grains,
vegetables and tree crops are just byproducts
and nice bonuses.

The definition by the nordic network and hub of the Savory institute is:
”To enable the highest possible vitality in ecosystems by fulfilling human needs”
This basically means that you manage the land in a way which vitalizes ecosystems while also growing food or other human goods. An agriculture that is not just
less bad but actually has a good impact. (Andersson, 2021)

Vad är Regenerativt lantbruk?

Enligt Fjällbete (svenska hubben för Savory institute) definition är ”Att möjliggöra
högsta tänkbara vitalitet i ekosystemen, genom att tillfredsställa mänskliga behov”.
(ibid).
Detta betyder att man brukar marken på ett sätt som bygger upp jordhälsan och
vitaliserar ekosystemen samtidigt som man producerar mat, fiber eller annat
människan behöver. Kort sagt är det ett jordbruk som inte bara är mindre dåligt
eller har en neutral inverkan på sammhället (hållbart) utan snarare har en positiv
inverkan på ekosystem och samhället.
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Market Gardening

Introducing the key terms of the future of farming

Aquaponics & Hydroponics

Introducing the key terms of the future of farming
What is a Hydroponics?

What is Biointensive Gardening?

The method of growing as much vegetables as possible in the
smallest space possible. It includes methods called SPIN (Small
Plot INtensive) Farming which is promising to be very profitable in
small spaces. You have less spacing between crops to avoid space
for weeds and optimize the space by using hand tools rather than
tractors and big row spacings for weeding with machines can be
avoided. The biointensive methods are often used in urban farms
where space is limited and land cost is higher.

What is a Market Garden?

A market garden is a small scale commercial garden producing and selling fruit,
vegetables and flowers. It is often sold directly from farmer to consumer and the
farm is usually 1000 sqm to 3 ha in size and managed using hand tools. The
beds are usually 75 cm wide to be able to use sowing and harvesting tools and
stand ergonomically while working.
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Hydro means water and so hydroponics is growing plants in water
rather than soil as the growing medium. This means that gravel, leca
pebbles, hemp or pourous materials similar to rockwool is used to
hold the plant roots and all nutrients the plant needs will be provided
in the water. In these systems the water pH, temperature etc needs
to be correct and will change depending on the plants. You can thus
recreate optimal conditions to grow anything you like, for example
growing indoors or in a greenhouse.

Small-plot
Intensive
The lawns and decorative plantations can be
transformed into small-plot intensive gardens
and edible landscapes. Examples of these
are: community gardens, commercial farms,
social farms, educational farms, allotment
gardens and building integrated agriculture
(greenhouses, rooftops etc).

Vertical Farming
Vertical gardens have become standard
in both cities, towns and villages to grow
more food in a small space. These include
hydroponic, aeroponics and aquaponics
which are all based on growing plants
in water or air rather than in soil as the
growing medium. You can also grow
vertically in soil by stacking pots or creating
vertical planters with soil, but the soil
is heavy and thus these methods prove
very feasible to farm vertically on roofs or
facades.

What is a Aquaponics?
Aquaponics is a closed loop farming system where plants are grown in a water
solution. This is similar to hydroponics but instead of the nutrients needing to be
added you grow fish in the same system providing the nutrients for the plants.
On just 50 sqm you can grow around 1 ton of fish and their nutrient waste will
be enough to feed 10 tons of vegetables. This is the most sustainable way
to farm fish (compared to basins in the open ocean/lakes where the excess
nutrients creates eutriphication and kills the water ecosystems.
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Seaweed farming

Introducing the key terms of the future of farming

Mussel farming

Introducing the key terms of the future of farming
Growing mussels - to clean the ocean!

Why grow seaweed for the climate and oceans?

Ocean Farming
Ocean farming is the method of growing
seafood and other agricultural crops in
water. Examples of ocean farming in our sites
are: seaweed farming, mussel farming and
underwater greenhouses (producing crops
much like in land based greenhouses).

Farming seaweed is one of the most promising ways to capture
carbon from the atmosphere and create carbon sinks to reduce the
effects of or even reverse global warming. Each ton of seaweed
being farmed can capture 145 kg of CO2 (Nordic Seafarm, 2021)
and it also adds oxygen to the water and creates food and habitat for
fishes. By farming seaweed we can thus start revitalising the ocean
ecosystems and in combination with stopping or reducing fishing it
can allow overfished fish populations to come back.

The County Administrative Board of Västra Götaland states in its
action program against eutrophication that the load of nitrogen on
coastal waters must have decreased by 2,750 tonnes annually in 2011.
Approximately 20%, or 500 tonnes, are estimated to be remedied
by cultivating and harvesting 50,000 tonnes of mussels along Bohus
coast. (Lindahl, 2010)

Better and cheaper way to clean water

Every year, the treatment plant in Lysekil releases 39 tonnes of nitrsogen from the municipal waste water. Instead of expanding the nitrogen
cleaning plant, Lysekil municipality has signed an agreement with a
company that will harvest 3,900 tonnes of cultivated mussels every
year.

Underwater greenhouses

Something we dont really explore in
this project but there are examples of
placing a greenhouse underwater and
farming using methods of hydroponics to grow crops in the bottom of the
ocean were temperatures are stable all
year round. This could be done in the
island of Dyrön if space is scarce.

In good conditions, a 5–6 cm long mussel can filter five liters of
water per hour and removes in principle all particles smaller than 0.5
mm. The cultivation of mussels corresponds to 100% of the nitrogen
emissions being taken care of and the harvesting of mussels means
that phosphorus is also carried from sea to land.
This water filtration method costs Lysekil municipality almost SEK 1
million less per year than if traditional water cleaning technology was
used (ibid)
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Visiting Fåglavik
Hi I'm Yuren! We are
students from Chalmers,
who fell in love with
Fåglavik during our first
site visit and saw the
great potential here!
We imagined Fåglavik
with abundant food and
diversified landscapes. We
also want to strengthen
the centre of Fåglavik to
have a closely connected
community in which people
help each other.
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Herrljunga kommun

Hi I'm Jonathan! We
decided to explore the
future of Fåglavik in the
perspective of food system,
to make use of its fertile
soil, and also contribute to
biodiversity. We'll look into
the landuse that can be
planned for a self-reliant
future, as well as reclaim
the town centre that will
provide facilities for both
farming and a rich social
life. We're confident that
Fåglavik will thrive again!

Yuren and Jonathan in Runå's family house living room

Fåglavik is cut off infrastructurally. Everything depends on the
local people.
There is a trend of a Creative class moving to Fåglavik. This
could make Fåglavik stand out. Their creativity, sense of
community, and their interest in doing something with their
local resource are their strengths.
Maja Sallander, Herrljunga kommun 2021
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Fåglavik resident

When I was small every
household in Fåglavik had
their own farm! People
helped each other and
people were always kind to
us small children.
Runå, Fåglavik resident
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Fåglavik resident

Peat bogs are everywhere in Vara's side! We've been
thinking about how to preserve them, attract tourism
as well as increase the biodiversity!
The municipality always forget Fåglavik, so we can
do whatever we want!
We want a centre, a big meeting place
Thomas, Nätverket för Kultur och utveckling, Fåglavik
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Fåglavik study visit
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Peat bog in Ursten

Sheep in a local farm
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Self service Farmshop by road
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Market garden in Kåryd
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Visiting Dyrön
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Hi again!
During our visit to Dyrön,
we met two residents from
Åstol who told us they are
very interested in farming
and they even have a
farming association in Åstol
(the island nearby)! They
experienced food shortage
due to extreme weather
and poor transportation,
so that's why they're
enthusiastic about the food
topic!

Yuren

Exactly!
It seems that the food
situation on islands is
very different from inland
villages, which makes us
want to explore the full
food production potential
of limited land here on
Dyrön. What will happen if
more people are engaged
with farming? Can Dyrön
achieve food security and
food abundancy on its
own?

Jonathan

Traditions originate from
surviving on an island

Dyrön resident

We have a tradition of
survival on the island,
and people here are very
aware of utilising limited
resources.
We prefer to add small
things for improvements
on the island rather than
making big changes.
Sören Holm
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Tjörn planner

Sometimes it's the case that
the elderly don't want to live in
their big houses, they'd rather
rent it to young people and live
in the apartment. That can be
your chance to invite younger
generations into the community.
Åsa Jösson, head of planning,
Tjörn Municipality

Dyrön study visit
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Proposed site for food
market near ICA

Minigolf area for potential
community garden
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Beds and greenhouses are
common in the local gardens

This hill has Dyröns only
zoning plan for housing
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Project
Rurban food scapes

Project
Rurban food scapes
Welcome to the Rurbanized region of Västra
Götaland. We have now safely avoided climate
chaos through regenerative agriculture and land use.
Carbon sequestration on our farmland have helped
us get to net zero emissions and we started sequestering more than we emit.
We also have managed to build back healthy topsoil
and repair ecosystems and thriving habitats for all
kinds of species. The biodiversity crisis in 2020’ies
became a wake up signal to act on solutions that did
not just tackle the climate crisis but several ecological
and social issues at once.
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So as a society realized that food production and
land use is the main driver of most of our Agenda
2030 goals, thus we implemented a regional planning
strategy to not just decrease our negative impact but
increase our positive impact. Regenerative agriculture
became our main way to do this and ”rurban planning”
and consciously designing more local food systems
was the main strategies used.
Apart from living in Fåglavik and farming part time I
also work as a regional planner at Västra Götalandsregionen working with bottom up planning sessions with
people from all over the region.
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A Rurbanized Region
Chapter 2.1

Welcome to the Rurbanized Future!

Fåglavik & Dyrön - Re-shaped by a Regenerative Regional food system

Let me tell you about how we have shaped our food systems
in the region and how it affects the villages of Fåglavik and
Dyrön!
First of all lets talk about the trends of centralization and
urbanisation that prevailed the society in the early 2020’ies.
It became clear after the food crisis in this decade that big
cities and centralization of population proved very inefficient
when it came to providing us with food. The pandemics that
swept the world also showed how people fled the big cities
and moved to rural or rurban areas and started growing their
own food.
We thus started to shape our region to a more decentralized region where multiple smaller urban cores spread out
accross the region with integrated farmland.
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Our self sufficiency rate in sweden was extremely low in 2021 (less than 50%) whereas today we
grow all the food we need even with a population
of nearly 15 million inhabitants. In VGR we had to
increase the amount of land used for agriculture.
This means also that we had to change the way
we use our land. We went from mostly forest
plantations - a monoculture landscape that gave
very little habitat, food and carbon sequestration
- to a diverse agroforestry landscape producing
lots of food (with both grazing animals and edible
crops) and a very high carbon sequestration and
biodiversity value. We opened up our forests but
also planted tree alleys on our fields so the net
carbon sequestration rates could increase even
with more agricultural land.
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Urbanisation & Centralization
The dark sides of the urban paradigm

Rurbanization & Decentralization
Multiple urban cores with integrating farmland

Several urban cores with farmland integrated
The idea of integrating urban and rural - cities and farmland
- has now become the main paradigm of regional ”rurban”
planning. We do this by having several denser urban cores with
a maximum of 30-60 thousand inhabitants surrounded by the
farmland to provide for their food needs. We’re thus planning for
food security and equal opportunities to live in the whole region.

So this is how we
work now at the
regional planning
office at VGR and
the subregions
(kommunalförbund)
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Regional Food Systems
Chapter 2.2

Regional Food Systems
Regional food zones:
Scale 1:1200000

Västra Götaland

So how do you define
a food region?
Well in our case in Västra
Götaland we defined it through
identifying the main types of
geological land conditions.
These very much influence our
ability to grow different types
of food here.
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Food Zones around Fåglavik

Regional food zones:
Scale 1:300 000

Fåglavik

Regional food zones:
Scale 1:300 000

Dyrön

Where I live, in Fåglavik, as you see on the map above, we are in the middle of the Mosaik landscape characterized by a very diverse and mixed landscape with small and dispersed fields and open meadows mixed with
forestry and lakes. Our neighboring food regions are the hilly food region of Falköping with lots of grazing animals
and many milk and cheese makers, but also the Skara and Vara plains with more open field crops.
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Food Zones around Dyrön

My place, Dyrön, is a small island on the south side of the island of Tjörn. We are in the
Bohus sea coast food region. But even within our region there are several zones. The zone
just beside the ocean and in the ocean is were we focus on ocean farming - growing mussels,
seaweed and fishing. But the mainland on the island of Tjörn also has big and small farms
growing vegetables, eggs and along some key areas we have more aquaponic farms - such
as in Rönnäng where the ferry to Dyrön departs.
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Fåglavik

Welcome to Fåglavik
Chapter 2.3.1

How food production united the village
So welcome to Fåglavik!

Finally we have arrived to my sacred place on earth. Fåglavik
used to have a very low population in 2015 - just 139 people.
It then steadily rised to 245 inhabitants in 2021 and in the last
decade the population has more than doubled and is now
around 600 inhabitants.
There are many reasons to move here. The main one is
the closeness to nature and the rich cultural life. In the last
decade we have also become a food hub. From previously
tense relationsships between some associations the focus on
food has united us. You see we all need food to survive and
its something everyone can relate to!
Coming together on the topic of food and both growing,
cooking and eating it brought us closer to each other.
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The village also became self reliant on food and
we now produce more than we need and are able
to export some to other food zones.
I will shortly tell you how we made this possible. You
may wonder how much land does a village of 600
people actually need? In your time, as I understand
it, this was not so common but today most villages
are more or less self reliant on food. This was natural
as more people wanted to live close to nature and
the land they needed to feed themselves. Especially
after several pandemics and environmental crisis that
forced us all to localize our food production.
The biggest value for me is having a realtionship
with all the farmers behind my food and also growing
some of it myself.
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Supplying Food for the Village

Land use and farming around Fåglavik

Chapter 2.3.2

Chapter 2.3.2
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Mosaik landscape of farmland
The land use of Fåglavik has
changed a lot since 2021. The
monoculture forest plantations has
been replaced by more open and
diverse landscapes. We now have
much more grazing animals and
practice agroforestry. For example
forest gardening where we are
planting fruit and nut trees into
an edible ecosystem similar to a
savannah or forest egde. See the
sections on the next page to get a
feeling of this more open landscape that will both be more attractive
to humans, grazing animals and
biodiversity in general.
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Land use and farming around Fåglavik

Land use and farming around Fåglavik

Sections of land use

Sections of land use

Maximizing the edge zones:
In natural ecosystems the forest edge is the
most productive zone with a high degree of
diversity and many edible fruits, nuts and
berries that naturally grow in these forest
edges. Therefore we want to maximize
edge zones in our agroforestry systems.

So on this page you see how the
different areas around Fåglavik are used for different types of
agriculture and forestry - well today
we no longer separate them but
combine them into what we call
”Agroforestry”.
Agroforestry means integrating
food production (agriculture) and
growing of annual crops, vegetables of holding grazing animals
between rows of trees, bushes and
forest like plants. This means we
increase both yields and ecosystem services.
Denser (mixed) forest
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Land use and farming around Fåglavik
Chapter 2.3.2

Grazing Animals and Agroforestry
I was not always a big fan of cows.. In the 2020’ies I was told
by media that cows are bad for the planet. Now we know better.
”Its not the cow, its the how”. How we managed cows was the
big problem. Today we manage them in a way that in fact builds
topsoil and sequesters carbon.
The grazing animals play a vital role here in regenerating and
repairing the ecosystems through holistically managed grazing
following the practices of regenerative agriculture. Taught by
Savory institute worldwide this method of holistic management
became mainstream in the late 20’ies. The cows and sheep are
moved daily or weekly and the land will then rest for one or two
months depending on the season to allow the grass to express
its full life cycle and capture as much sun and carbon as possible
building the topsoil and creating more healthy soil and ecosystems.
In some areas the grazing animals are not so prevalent to allow
for more perennial crops in a forest garden like landscape and to
allow for fruit and nut trees to mature (at least for some years).
Also the wetlands has grazing animals that help keep the areas
open and revitalize the ecosystems.
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Land use and farming around Fåglavik
Chapter 2.3.2

Less trees in forest, more trees on the fields:
In order to make our forests more productive we needed to open
them up more to allow for more light to get into the understories
and allow for both edible trees and bushes but also important
species such as oaks and other decidious trees that often like more
light. There is still lots of forests around Fåglavik but they are more
open and don’t just contain one tree. The spruce plantations that
dominated the land use in 2021 was lacking diversity just like the
grain fields that just had one crop. Forests are no longer clear cut
today but managed using the Continuous Canopy Forestry (CCF)
methods, piloted and tested in Fåglavik by the church already in the
2020’ies. (Karlsson, 2021)
Also the fields are much more diverse and contain more perennial
vegetation. Instead of plowing and growing hay crops the permanent grasslands are encouraged to grow more healthy thanks to
regenerative grazing practices. This means more animals can graze
the same land. Many new farmers hold animals today without even
own the land. They also graze in the winter and are moving the
animals around to where the haybales already are standing on the
fields. This winter grazing reduced the need for transport of both
hay and manure and also vitalized the fields. (Mattgård, 2021)
Lastly the agricultural crop fields also have more trees than they
use to have since it proved to increase harvest as they protect the
fields from wind and increase myccorizal fungi in the soil. The soil is
no longer plowed but sowed using a ”no trill drill” such as the Great
Plains equipment seen on the section to the right. The crops are
also diverse mixes where several species of green manures (plants
that increase soil fertility) is interplanted with main crops, such as
legumes or clover. The cows also graze the fields after the harvest
to get more food and build more soil on the same land. (Brown, 2017)
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Community gardens and farming in Fåglavik
Zoom in land use plan
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Placement of food gardens
The residential area of Fåglavik also
has small forest gardens and vegetable gardens integrated.

Sections of farming in Fåglavik
Chapter 2.3.2

On the open farmland community
gardens and commercial gardens
are situated - sometimes in between
rows of fruit and nut trees (”alleycropping”). See section A-A.
Generally the whole residential area
and semiopen landscape creates
a green corridor for pollinators and
other important species to travel.
This in turn helps promote an increased biodiversity.

B
A
B
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Section A-A: Forest edge meets Market garden and Alleycropping

Scale 1:200

Section B-B: From Community garden, forest garden by the edge of the train to the aquaponic greenhouse
by the old grain storage building and a pop-up market by the square.

Scale 1:400

A
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Community gardens

The square greenhouse

Chapter 2.3.2

Chapter 2.3.2

Farms as meeting places
Section B-B shows two of the community gardens on each side of the train tracks - the biggest one is managed with similar
tools as the market garden. By the edge of the road and train tracks a more extensive forest garden is placed to buffer the
noise from the traffic while also providing a harvest of nuts, fruits etc.

Aquaponic Greenhouse
The grain storage greenhouse is acting as a meeting place and also frames the square market place. Aquaponics is a circular farming system
where you are growing both fish and greens in a closed loop system. It will be using vertical farming that can use the vertical space of the
greenhouse towards the square. The greenhouse will also be the entrance to the grain storage building which also holds many social functions
such as providing space for markets, popup events etc during winter.

Grain storage building

Bigger community garden
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Scale 1:200

Road/walkway

Forest garden edge zone

Train tracks

Forest garden edge zone

Community garden
Aquaponic greenhoouse

Fåglavik Square with Popup market
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Supplying Food for the Village
Chapter 2.3.2

Market gardens
A market garden is a commercial vegetable garden with permanent beds
cultivated by hand tools for sowing, harvesting etc that make the work very
efficient. They are usually between 1000 sqm to 3 ha big and have standard
bed sizes to allow for using the same tools.

Supplying Food for the Village
Chapter 2.3.2

No till farming
Section A-A shows how the bigger fields are using ”Alleycropping” - a type of agroforestry where crops are grown in between rows of trees
producing timber, fruits, nuts etc is increasing yields, ecosystem health and carbon sequestration. The land is cultivated using ”no till” tractor
implements to sow annual crops, and sometimes is grazed by animals. In some areas market gardens are placed between the tree rows.

Market garden beds usually have standard width of
75 cm plus 45 cm wide paths to allow for efficient and
ergonimic management using the hand driven tools.
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Scale 1:100

Forest garden edge zone

Market garden with a row of fruit trees between

Alley cropping = No till farming between tree rows
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Fåglavik Square
Chapter 2.3.3

Fåglavik Square
Chapter 2.3.3

Welcome to the Fåglavik Square!
This is now the main meeting place of the community - were people meet and things
happen. It is the central communication node of the village but did not used to be so lively. It
was mostly dominated by cars and big trucks and buses.
However this changed as we created the square popup park allowing for popup markets
and other events to take place on the square that once was only used for cars. The cars still
have place to pass by but we can force them to turn a little wider when we have markets to
allow a car free zone.
The square is also framed in by the aquaponic greenhouse where we grow food, meet each
other and learn about food and farming.
From here one can walk to the train station (the other main meeting place in the village) via
the public edible forest garden and here are also several community gardens and community greenhouse situated by the station café and self service food store.
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Fåglavik Square

Fåglavik Square

Chapter 2.3.3

Land ownership & Transformation

Gallery &
meeting place

Bus stop

Home of Saint Elisabeth
Tourist attraction

Residential house
& Second hand store

Food cellar
(renovated)

Community
garden

Fåglavik Square:
Pop up park & Market

Train station:
Café, food store
etc.
Community
greenhouse
Public Edible
Forest Garden

Residential house & shop

Road owned by:
Herrljunga kommun
(Boundaries unclear)

And how will we build this?
Well the land is owned by three land
owners and the road outside the
station (red) is owned by Herrljunga
kommun while the main road
(yellow) is owned by Trafikverket.

On this plan you can see the
forest garden connecting the
main two meeting places - the
main square and the station
square. Many small pathways
along the forest garden
creates a cozy park like
atmosphere and also makes
harvesting crops and maintenance easier.

Land owned by:
Föreningen för Kultur och Utveckling
(Boundaries unclear)

Read more about each part
on the following pages.

The first step is to create a common
vision for the whole area to develop
it for the benefit of all residents of
Fåglavik. A conceptual plan similar
to this could be drawn to determine
the boundaries of the forest garden.

Land owned by:
The Medecine Ways
(Sara & Kevin Shot)?

Aquaponic
greenhouse and
meeting place
Grain storage
building
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The forest garden connects
the main square with the
station area!

Station square
Food Market

Road owned by:
Trafikkontoret
(Boundaries unclear)

Develops a forest garden
for medcinal use using
permaculture
Land owned by:
Mimersborgsföreningen
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The Forest Garden
Chapter 2.3.3

So what is a forest garden?
A forest garden is an edible ecosystem that imitates a natural
ecosystem. It contains several layers with high and low trees,
bushes, perrennials and ground covers (giving fruits, nuts,
seeds, vegetables, medecine, fiber and much more).
(Weiss & Sjöberg, 2020)

Many social and ecological benefits
Public forest gardens have previously been
designed and built in places like Örebro - as
public edible parks. There are many benefits
both ecologically, socially and even economically. It sequesters lots of carbon, creates a diverse
habitat for many key species and can increase
biodiversity. (Weiss & Sjöberg, 2020)
Education & Awareness
Forest gardens has also has been used as
educational gardens and generally connects
people (children and adults) with both natural
ecosystems and helps understanding of the
connection with the food they eat. (ibid)
The Fåglavik forest garden could ”sow seeds”
of awareness and inspiration for more forest
gardens being established in the village and in
private villa gardens.
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The Square
Chapter 2.3.3

A space to hold pop-up
markets & events:
The Square (shaped as a
semicircle) has a permantent part divided from the
road with growing beds
and seating areas. The
space closest to the grain
storage buidling can be
used for traffic and also cut
off using moveable growing
beds for hosting events
and making the whole area
car free.
Maja from the municipality
has expressed an interest
in the concept and could
facilitate the initiative if
needed and could coordinate the dialogue with
Trafikverket if they need to
be involved when shaping
the square.
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The Train Station

Supplying Food for Fåglavik

Chapter 2.3.3

How much food does the village need?

This space is needed for us 600 inhabitants
xpor in Fåglavik:

Exppoort
Ex rt

t
E
Export

Food market & community
garden
Outside the station there is a
place for permanent market
stands while the square has
space for more temporary
market stands. The smaller
greenhouse and a community
garden by the station is where
people meet to learn from
each other and grow food
together.

- 84-168 ton vegetables = requires 7-14 ha (2-4 ha effective growing space) [Hansson, 2021]
- 44-90 ton fruits = 2,25-5,87 ha (combines dairy grazing /oil fields - agroforestry) [JBV, 2010: 6]
- 11-22 ton nuts = 2,2,- 4,4 ha (combines with dairy grazing /oil fields - agroforestry) [Weiss, 2014]
- 24-48 ton potatoes = 1,8- 3,3 ha (with conventional methods 5 ton/ha, 1,54 kg/sqm efficient groowing space)
- 51-102 tons grains = 7,286- 14,57 ha  - 7 ton /ha [LRF, 2021]
- 55 tons of dairy/ year = 18 - 36,7 ha - 1,5-4 ton /ha (based on 1-2 ha/cow** giving 3-4 tons milk/year)***
- 87 ton chicken/eggs = 9+16 ha (21 ton chicken + 33 ton eggs) [Perkins, 2019]
+ Feed = 11 ha land, 8 ha sea farming [ibid]
- 30-48 tons red meat (140-220g/person p. day) = 200-320 ha* of grazingal sourland,
ced
Anim
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Total land needed ≈ 465,2 - 600 ha
Vegetables

Animal sourced
protein
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We also eat fish - from the sea and our own aquaponic farms:

Space is needed for fish farming:
- 6,1-12,3 ton Fish (greenhouses) = 245-490 sqm
(Aquaponics fish farm) [GHL, 2018]
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In fact you don’t need much space to grow the fish we eat here and we do it in land based farms
called aquaponic farms. We’ll tell you more about this in the chapter about Dyrön (page 86).
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The amount of food consumed is based largely on EAT Lancet (2019)
and their recommendations for a healthy sustainable more plant
centered diet. However it was adapted to the contexts of Fåglavik
where they have lots of land for grazing animals and could eat more
meat.

FÅGLAVIK
FÅGLAVIK

Supplying Food for Fåglavik
What are the numbers based on?

Supplying Food for Fåglavik
How much space for meat and milk?

Find all the sources of these numbers in the reference list on page 15.
Notice that many of the numbers are based on growing intensively and
requires some experience. The yields of vegetables is based on Modellodlingen - a Market garden in Gbg. The number for chicken and eggs is
based on grazing and feed needs for birds on Ridgedale Farm in Värmland.

Comments regarding meat, milk and grazing animals
**Red mead:
Based on 1-2 ha per cow/animal unit, that gives about 150kg of meat
with winter hay only (300kg live weight). The number is from two
regenerative farms, a 400 ha farm in Halland with 1 cow (animal unit)
per ha (Mattgård, 2021) and a Hälsingland farm with 1-1,5 ha / animal
unit of heritage breed cows and sheep (Vilhelmsson, 2021). Observe
that these numbers depends on animal breed and land fertility and
in contexts of small breeds or infertile land with less hay/feed 2 ha or
more might be needed.

The amount of land needed for meat is based on 1 animal unit (1 cow
that gives roughly 150kg meat after butchering) per ha plus another ha
per animal for the winter feed which means 0,5 animal units per ha. These
numbers are based on some regenerative farmers who have 400 animal
units on 400 ha (Mattgård, 2021) and other interviews with regenerative
farmers that use about 1-1,5 hectares per animal unit (Villhelmsson, 2021)**.

Image: Modellodlingen, City of Gothenburg

Chicken feed of 52 ton = 22 ha for grains only and 16 ha for mussels and
seaweed only. By mixing the feed with 50% grains and 50% mussels and algea
for protein feed is more nutritious and the land need is halved. The percentage
of mussels increases over time to increase animal and ecosystem health.
Read more in chapter 1.5 (page 23).
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Image: Slaktarens gård, a regenerative farm in Dalarna.

***Milk:
Milking cows usually give about 8-10 tons/year but is based on heavy
breeds (600-700 kg), and 7 tons for Jersey breeds (350-400kg) that
both eat more feed/hay than heritage breeds according to Agria
(2016). We have based the numbers of milk above on 3-4 tons - similar
to average cows in 1940’s in Sweden producing 3,4 tons (LRF Mjölk,
2016) - to account for smaller cow breeds and less fertile/productive
land with less hay/ha. Area for feed might need to be added.

Dyrön

Food shaping an island
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Welcome to Dyrön!

Dyrön

Chapter 2.4

Hi , My name is Elin and I live here on Dyrön.
Let me tell you the story of how this island was
reshaped by food. First lets start with how the island
looks today..
First our island culture has always been about survival
- helping each other out to survive against harch
weather and other challenges. These challenges
became more prevalent in the last decade with climate change and more extreme weather. This is why
food is so important on the island - self reliance is
about survival.
Surviving and attracting tourist has often went hand
in hand as that became an important part of our
economy. This is why we also have so much food
production to also supply the tourist during summer.
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Chapter 2.4

Secondly our island has a long tradition of fishing
and aquaculture. Basically harvesting and processing products from the ocean. During some decades
we mostly relied on tourism and fishing came to
a halt, but as we stopped overfishing and started
growing algea and mussels in our oceans the fish
populations came back and now once again the
marine live is thriving...
Thirdly we also have a system of community self
reliance where gardens collectively share land, work
and harvest to have enough food to survive on the
island.

So how did we get here?
Well we started out mobilizing
interests and slowly built more
and more farming around the
island. In the next pages I’ll tell
you how!
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Small changes in Dyrön

Step by step process to become a self reliant island

Step 1: Mobilize interests

Step by step process to become a self reliant island

Step 1
Mobilize interests

ICA & Waffle Cafe

Step 2
Take action!

Step 2-3
Food market & Aquaponics

Step 1
Mobilize interests
The first step in order to grow more food on the island
was to spread knowledge and mobilize the interest
among people. This was done on the two main
meeting places on Dyrön - ICA and the Waffle Café.

Mini-golf

Playground

Green field
opposite to ICA
- Weekly food market

Step 4
Housing on the hill & Harbour greenhouses

Market event

Step 3
Ocean farming
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Sea-farming for food & feed

- Greenhouse
& meeting places

- Aquaponic house
& future modular housing
for elderly

- Apartment
for young people on a hill

- Aquaponic greenhouse - modular units by the harbour
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Step 2: Take action!

Step by step process to become a self reliant island

Mini-golf

Step 3: Ocean farming

Step by step process to become a self reliant island

Step 2
Take action!

Step 3
Ocean farming

After mobilizing interest and spreading knowledge
we started farming in different places.

Playground

Partly new community gardens were created connected to the playground and minigolf - actings as
educational places were people learned from each
other.
The site opposite to ICA turned into a food market
where farmers come to sell produce regularly.

Sea-farming
for food, animal feed &
increased fishing over time

We then started farming mussels and seaweed in
the ocean - great ways to produce luxury food and
protein rich animal feed to export to the whole region.
This farming rebuilds ocean ecosystems, increases
the water quality and the fish population over time. It
also creates jobs directly and indirectly as fishing can
increase over time.

Market event
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Step 4: Housing & Greenhouse

ICA and the Food Market

Step by step process to become a self reliant island

Green field
opposite to ICA
- Weekly food market

Step 4
Housing & harbour greenhouse
On the empty plot next to the football field we have
built housing for young people. The place has a great
view but is hard for disabled to reach. Cheap compact
housing for young people was thus ideal.

A key project in Dyrön

- Apartment
for young people on a hill

- Greenhouse
& meeting places

1. The site opposite to ICA is turned into a food market
where farmers come to sell produce regularly

Step 4
Växthus längs hamnen

2. Here a greenhouse is built which serves as meeting
place and also can have housing for elderly in the
bottom floor.

By the harbour more greenhoouses were built with
storage or processing for algae and mussel farming on
the ground floor. The style of the greenhouses is also a
reminiscent of the boathouses by the harbor.

3. By using modular house-units it can also expand
with both housing, meeting places and aquaponic
greenhouses.

- Aquaponic greenhouses in modular units (to be built by harbour)
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Step 2-3
Food market & Aquaponics

- Aquaponic house
& future modular housing
for elderly
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Aquaponic greenhoouses

Placed next to ICA and along the harbour.

Surviving as an island

Greenhouses, housing and ocean farming

So the main farms we have here
on the island are the ocean
farming rafts with mussels and
seaweed, but also our aquaponic
greenhouses.
We have about 3 ha of mussel
farming and 6 ha of algea farming
along the east coast of Dyrön.
This produces about 45-60 tons of
mussels and 60 tons of algea. This
is enough to produce half of the
animal feed we need and all of the
fish feed for our aquaponic farms.
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Supplying Food for Dyrön

Total land needed = 316,5 - 633 ha
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The islanders eat about 40kg/potatoes per year
and less grains as it is harder to grow on the
island. They take turns growing potatoes in the
garden blocks to avoid diseases but also import
from growers in Tjörn.
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Similarly to Fåglavik the Dyrön diet resembles the EAT Lancet (2017)
but includes slightly more animal protein. We also eat more fish and
mussels as protein rather than meat since we grow it here.
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we eat in Dyrön and how much of it we produce
ourselves.

Animal sourced
protein

Added sugars

The food need references are the same as Fåglavik
[Read more on page 71-73]
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Total land needed = 59- 118 ha (of which 33,5-77 ha animal products - excl feed)

Greenhouses, housing and ocean farming
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Added sugars

7,5-15 tons meat/eggs = 22,8-45,6 ha + Feed
- Red meat (3- 6,1 ton/ y ≈ 14 grams/day per person) = 20,44-40,88 ha
- Chicken/poultry (6,36 ton/ y ≈ 29 grams/day) = 1,413 ha (can be same land as red meat/eggs)
- Eggs (2,85 ton/ y ≈ 13 grams/day per person) = 0,95 ha (can be same land as red meat/chicken)

Supplied on site
Not supplied on site

W

When in crisis - we eat less meat!

In times of crisis - when the imports stop - we don’t eat so much meat. Since meat requires the
most amount of land as can be seen above. The thus follow a more plant based diet and rely on
mostly legumes and nuts that are grown on Dyrön or in Tjörn and can be stored easily, just like
potatoes.

Added sugars

Based on 4,44 kg/sqm based on groowing 3,2 tons/year on 720sqm, 2500 sqm total space effective growing space.
- 44-90 ton fruits = 2,25-5,87 ha (combines with dairy grazing /oil fields - agroforestry) [JBV, 2010: 6]
- 11-22 ton nuts = 2,2,- 4,4 ha (combines with dairy grazing /oil fields - agroforestry) [Weiss, 2014]
- 22-44 ton potatoes = 1,8- 3,3 ha (conventional 5 ton/ha, 1,54 kg/sqm efficient groowing space) [Helsing, 2010]
- 51-102 tons grains = 7,286- 14,57 ha  - 7 ton /ha [LRF, 2021]
- 55-110 tons of dairy/ year = 15,71 - 31,43 ha - 3-4 ton /ha (based on 1 cow/ha) [Mattgård, 2021]
- 39 ton chicken/eggs = 16+6 ha (26,3 ton eggs, 12,7 ton chicken) [Perkins, 2019]
+ 11 ha land, 8 ha sea for animal feed (162,5 ton).
Vegetables
- 15 tons red meat (70 g/person p. day) = 100-200 ha of grazing land
(can be same land as chicken/eggs, 75-150kg/ha incl feed)
- 6,1-12,3 ton Fish (EAT, 2021) = 245-490 sqm (Aquaponics fish farm) [GHL, 2018]

Export
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- 84-168 ton vegetables = requires 7-14 ha (2-4 ha effective space) [Hansson, 2021]

What food we grow most of?
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Added sugars

This space is needed for 600-1200 inhabitants on Dyrön:
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How much food does the village need?

Pla

FÅGLAVIK
FÅGLAVIK

The aquaponic farms have a total area of 240 sqm and produces as
much as 6 tons of fish and 60 tons of vegetables (GHL, 2018) which is
enough to feed about 600 people per year (See references, page 15).
Using a technique called vertical farming where vegetables are grown
without soil using the nutrient rich water from the fish (that is what aquaponics means).
Since we have a lot of tourist we produce that much fish and vegetables
mainly for them but we make sure to grow and save enough for ourselves too. The vegetables and fruits/nuts we eat are grown on our private
garden. On the next page I will tell you how that works.. See you there!
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Community self reliance

Sharing land, work and harvest for food self reliance

Garden blocks - How they work

Sharing land, work and harvest for food self reliance
To the left you can see how we
coordinate the farming between
our private gardens on the island.
To the right is a zoom in where you
can see some of the plots more in
detail.
The system is very simple. As
a resident you offer a part of your
garden as farmable land to grow food
for you and the other households
living in the block. The block normally
consists of about 8-10 houses. In my
case its 9 houses where 45 people
live.
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Garden blocks - How they work

Sharing land, work and harvest for food self reliance

Reflection

Our ”Community Self reliance - model”
The way it works is that we do the planning in common and share the
work of gardening as well. The crops are rotated on a 4-8 year cycle
among our gardens. Each year a new house gets a new group of
crops. We call these self reliance blocks or simple garden blocks. In
some blocks people on grow them own and just focus on a new crop
every yea. Some people even hand over the responsability to the
garden block association and buy the produce from them. In some
blocks they do everything together much like a commuity garden.

We used to be 3 people in each house but now we are
5 people and as the amount of residents increased
more space was needed to make the households self
reliant. We also grew all of our own potatoes one year
as the island was cut of due to pandemics and an oil
crisis which meant all the ferries to the island stopped.
Then we had no food imports for 6 months and grew
enough vegetables (even potatoes) for a year.
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How feasible is it to make these changes?
General reflections

The project itself is visionary
Since it is based on a future scenario that
is quite different from today. However it is
also rooted in the concept of small change
(Hambdi, 2011) and Key projects (Björling) showing the small steps the two villages took
to get to these future scenarios.
But lets have a look at the different proposals
in more detail and ask ourselves how realistic
they are..
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How feasible is it to make these changes?
General reflections

Building a forest garden takes
some time.
The key projects we suggest to start with are
quite small steps that can be taken easily.
Especially in Dyrön where the first stages of
mobilizing people are as important as the actual
building of the first farms and common gardens.

In Fåglavik we also propose to start small and
take a first step by engaging people around
a common vision. But these ideas are not very
developed yet and probably a smaller first step as
a common project between the owners of the land
for the forest garden would be needed.

Especially as trees take quite some
years to mature before they bear fruit.
It is really a long term investment for
the village and we believe it is important to start this early, but it could
also need some preparations and
finding a common ground for getting
along between the land onwers.
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What time in the future is this?
General reflections

We thought maybe 2030 maybe
2040, it all depends on how quick
we are to respond to the pressing
challenges we face!

Urgency for Carbon Drawdown
General reflections

We now live in the decisive decade and
the actions we take until 2030 will impact
tens of thousands of years to come in terms
of the climate on this planet (which Johan
Rockström often mentions).
We shall try to achieve carbon drawdown
and in just one generation we could already
start seeing cooling and reversal of global
warming.

When does this future happen?
We did not set a date on purpose since we believe
that this future scenario might occur faster than is
generally believed. There are many driving forces
towards this future already today.
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Here are some driving forces:
- The Covid-19 pandemics that is driving a decentralization and localisation of food, fuel, material and
medecine.
- Climate Change and the important role of food
and farming both as the problem and the solution.
- The urgent challenges of biodiversity loss and
other planetary boundaries that all connect to our
food system.
- Many social and economical issues are also tied
into our food system and challenges are a global
trend of localized food systems and food markets.

Image showing potential drawdown as the curve of atmospheric carbon start declining in 2020’ies.
This is not just possible - it needs to happen! [Based on curve from film Kiss the Ground (2020)]

We think the future described in this project could happen already in 2030
- due to the great urgency for carbon drawdown..
It might have to in order for us to avoid climate chaos!
According to Paul Hawken (2017) we need to achieve ”drawdown” - the future point in time when levels of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere stop climbing and start to steadily decline. He claims ”Drawdown” is
”the only goal that makes sense for humanity, anything else is climate chaos”. He argues we cannot mitigate
climate change and achieve drawdown of carbon without using regenerative agriculture/ carbon farming and
other methods of ”carbon sequestration”. Regenerative agriculture and algea farming are given as examples
of the most cost efficient ways to achieve drawdown (ibid).
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Changing complex systems

Shifting paradigms by education and awareness

Connectedness of the Water
Dyrön and its future context

We considered Dyrön to be quite cut off but
in fact the future of transport and tourism
will likely be more connected to the water...

According to the theory of systems thinking by Meadows
(2004) changing a complex social system (like a village) is
about listening to the wisdom of the system and finding responsability within the system. The hardest things to change that
often give the biggest leverage points (potential impact and
change) is the paradigm on which the system is based. This is
the culture and philosophy (norms and ways of thinking). How
people tick and think, the culture of a place.
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Finding the unique identity of Fåglavik or Dyrön and building
on that is thus key. In order to shift a paradigm we need to
shift the way people think. Through education and awareness
as the main key projects on both sites we believe we can lay
the foundations of a new relationship with food and farming through community gardens, food markets and meeting places.

Transportation of goods and people over
the water has long been chosen before land
based transport as it is more energy efficient.
While localization of food will greatly reduce
transports on land we believe water ways will
still be very much used for both food imports
and exports and potential tourism.

Therefore it is not unlikely that Dyrön will increase its
inhabitants from todays 180 people to around 1000 in a short
time as it might be in the new center of communication along
the Bohus sea coast. This food region might also become
somewhat of a hub for export and import of food from all over
Sweden to and from the rest of Europe.
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Feedback from planners

Thoughts on our student project from Tjörns kommun

Aquaponic greenhouse by
the harbour would be great
idea, I don't see why not! It'll
be appealing for the public.
Daniel Rutgersson, building
antiquarian and physical
planner, Tjörn Municipality

A really broad set of good proposals also creating new work possibilities with farming!
Housing could be for both young
people and for old people who no
longer want to live in a big house,
they could offer it to a new younger
family!

Feedback from residents

Thoughts on our student project from the residents of Dyrön & Fåglavik

I like your idea of havig new greenhouse near ICA. We're
planning a new restaurant next to mini golf. It might also be
great to have a greenhouse next to the restaurant!
As the shop owner, I'm very supportive of you planning a
food market next to ICA. We won't see it as a competitor of
ICA. We're happy to support good things happening on our
island! I like your thoughts about the aquaponic greenhouse.

I'm very interested in hydroponic farming. It's super
cool and I think it's got potential here in the future!
Both farming and selling.
Thomas, resident in Fåglavik

ICA shop owner, Dyrön

Åsa Jösson, head of planning,
Tjörn Municipality
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